
Gun Violence 

Across the nation and in all large cities completely controlled by the 
Democratic Party, the following has occurred: 

• Felons were released early and in mass due to concerns for their 
safety due to Covid.  (Why would it be safer for criminals in an 
uncontrolled general population instead of a controlled population 
with automatic healthcare?) 

• In all of the violent BLM and Antifa “mostly peaceful” riots that looted 
stores or burned down buildings, and caused injuries/death, the 
police stood by and watched due to mayoral orders. 

• For the few arrests, the violent rioters were processed at police 
stations and immediately released back into the “peaceful” riot. 

• Progressive DAs required zero bail and immediately released these 
violent criminals back on the streets. 

• With Progressive City officials and the police afraid to uphold the law, 
violent crime including murder by handguns has skyrocketed more in 
the last 1.5 years than many decades before. 

Democrats blame all of the above on the increasing in gun sales. 

• Mind you, it is women and minorities buying the majority of these 
guns due to fear of everything that Progressives are doing wrong. 

• It is not the 1,000 total white nationalists in the US buying all of these 
guns and ammo.  It is the millions of freighted diverse citizens doing 
the buying. 

• With all of the escalating murder numbers, they are hand guns and 
not the evil “Assault Weapons”.  Per the FBI database, far more 
people are murdered by knives than so-called “Assault Weapons”. 

• Why is it that all of these huge criminal gun deaths increases never 
happen in cities controlled by Republicans?  Makes you wonder 
doesn’t it?  Is it the gun or the politics? 



Democrats peddle irrational fear and then convince the naïve population to 
back their radical agenda that never addresses the problem that Democrats 
created. 


